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fairlight is the worlds first and only audio post production software thats completely
integrated with picture editing. that means you can move between sound editing and
picture editing with asingle click! thefairlight page is designed to be intuitive and
easy tolearn for new users, as well as powerful and extremely fast for professionals
working on massive projects with over athousand tracks. you get dozens of
professional tools for recording, editing, mixing, dialog replacement, sound clean up
and repair, equalization, dynamics processing, and mastering soundtracks in all
standard formats from stereo and surround sound up to the latest immersive 3d
audioformats! upgrade to davinci resolve studio for even more creative tools such as
8k 120frame per second support, immersive 3d audio andmore! you get amassive set
of additional resolve fx and fairlightfx plugins, along with the davinci neural engine
for facial recognition, speed warp retiming, and advanced color balancing and
matching. the fairlight page lets you work with advanced 3daudio formats such as
dolbyatmos, auro 3d, 3d spaceview andmore. davinci resolve studio also features full
screen playback on asecond attached computer display, film grain tools, temporal
and spatial noise reduction, blur and mist effects, hdr grading, 10bit h.264 and h.265
support, stereoscopic 3dandmore! the fairlight audio page features a professional
mixer with channel strips for timeline tracks and buses. all channel strips include
afader to adjust levels, stereo and 3d panners, 6effects slots for adding plugins,
along with dynamics and a6band parametric equalizer on every channel. make
volume changes on the fly while you mix, or record the changes over time with
automation. click the automation button in the toolbar, set the touch control to latch,
and then choose the parameter you want to record from the enable button in the
toolbar. active faders turn red during playback while automation data is recorded and
green when you havefinished.
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